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If your Twitter account has been hacked, it's critical to be very patient and very cautious. Hacking Twitter is a little like cleaning a house in layers. The hacker first needs to find the company account theyre after to access the proper level of escalation to gain access, says Brittany Spinelli, the chief security strategist for Twilio, a company that manages web-
to-phone numbers for businesses. "Investigate to see if any company pages have been vandalized or if the account in question is spoofed. If the account has not been spanked by your whacking stick, your next stop will be to analyze the past activity on that account, like Tweets and followers," she says. Twitter: Fierce. If you want to send a message to

someone, switch your nonessential devices to airplane mode. If theres network connectivity, a hacker will have access to all your information and make more attempts to capture it, explains Loic Le Meur, CTO at EU-CERT, the European Union cybersecurity agency. Unless youre meeting up with someone in person, its generally a good idea to disable your
network connection, mostly because any device thats connected to a network can be hacked, explains Brandon Shulz, senior forensics analyst at Core Security. Twitter: CoreSecurity. * If youre receiving e-mails asking you for information such as your postal address, order history, or other confidential information. Changing your Password can often make

the hacker stop sending spam, but it may not always stop the hacker from accessing your account. * Hacking can slow down your devices, so if you're noticing your mobile data speeds have dropped, you can change Passwords and watch your speed increase. If you need to buy something online, think about putting it off until the next day so you can
decide if you still want to shop and hopefully not have to clear your browser cache. Also, clear your browser history by not forgetting to click your back button and closing the page. You can also clear cookies from your browser or delete them entirely to make your computer less vulnerable to hacks. And, whenever you download anything from the internet

or put anything on a computer, you might want to consider using BitTorrent to download or StoreMe to upload. They both offer many benefits and they help fight against hackers.
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